**Madeleine:** That's how they are. Because they are richer than everyone else, so they have to insist their dramas are more significant. (Madeleine shakes her head) And my God, all that behaviour in restaurants ...

**Frances:** What behaviour?

**Madeleine:** Even here, on the island, you hear them in restaurants ...

**Frances:** Who?

**Madeleine:** Americans.

**Frances:** Oh.

**Madeleine:** 'Does this chicken have skin on it?' What's that all about?

**Frances:** You tell me.

**Madeleine:** This incredible fear. This terror. What's the waiter meant to say?

**Frances:** I don't know.

**Madeleine:** 'No, this chicken never had a skin. This chicken shivered skinless in its coop at night, just pure flesh and feather, terrified it might one day give an American a calorie.'

(Hare 2002: 10)

**Your Task:**
Develop ideas of a task-oriented lesson plan on the basis of this text passage.